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"If you don't know where you're from, you'll have a hard time saying where you're going." Wendell
Berry, among others, has voiced this idea that we need to understand our roots to know our place in
the world. Using the poem, “Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon as a template, you will create a
mixed media piece of art (see examples below) which conveys a sense of who you are. Projects can
also be created and printed using Google Drawings.
Your Project should include:
1. 10-15 “I am from” statements that stay true to the original poem’s structure
2. Creative font selection
3. Decorative doodles or colorful artwork to enhance word choice
4. Whimsical Embellishments – Washi Tape, Stickers, Scrapbook Paper, Photographs, Die Cuts, etc.

Examples
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Statements – 10-15 “I am from” statements that stay
true to the original poem’s structure
Font – Creative font selection
Artwork – Decorative doodles or colorful artwork
to enhance word choice
Embellishments – Whimsical Embellishments – Washi
Tape, Stickers, Scrapbook Paper, Photographs, Die Cuts

Total Points

/32

Where were you Born? ______________________________________________________________________
What is your Family Nationality? ____________________________________________________________
Every day Item in your home: ______________________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

Every day Item in your home: ______________________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

Every day Item in your home: ______________________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

A Plant that reminds you of your home: _______________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

A Flower that reminds you of your home: ______________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

A Natural Item that reminds you of your home: ________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

A Plant or Tree near your home: ___________________________________

Look Sound Smell Taste

A Family Tradition: Something your family always does together
1. _______________________________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________________________
A Family Trait: A quality that most members of your family share.
1. _______________________________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________________________
Family Habits: Things that individual members of your family always do - name the person and the habit. At least 3
1. _______________________________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________________________
List 4 Things you were told as a child:
1. _______________________________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________________________________________

Poem Template
After brainstorming things/memories/images from your life, go back over your list and star or circle the images that best
represent you. You will then arrange these things into a "Where I’m from” project. Since good poetry appeals to
the senses, strive for concrete images focusing on specific word choices. For example, George Ella doesn’t say she is
from a plant and a tree but rather “from the forsythia bush” and “the Dutch elm.”
I am from________________________________________________________(an everyday Item in your home)
From _______________________and_______________________(Products or everyday Items in your home)
I am from the _______________________________________________________(Description of your home)
___________________________________________ (a Detail about your home—a Smell, Taste, or Feeling)
I am from the ____________________________________________________(Plant, Flower, Natural Item)
The ___________________________________________________________ (Plant or Tree near your home)

I’m from _______________________and_______________________ (a Family Tradition and Family Trait)
From _______________________________ and ________________________________ (Family Members)
I’m from ________________________________ and ________________________________ (Family Habits)
And from ____________________________________________________________________(Family Habit)

I’m from __________________________ and _________________________(Things you were Told as a child)
And _____________________________________________________ (a Song or Saying you learned as a child)
I’m from ________________________________________________________________(a Family Tradition)
I’m from __________________________ (Place of Birth) and ___________________________ Nationality)
____________________________________ and ___________________________________ (Family Foods)
From _______________________________________________________ (a Story about a Family Member)
___________________________________________________________ (Detail about the Story or Person)
________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________ (Description of Family Mementos, Pictures or Treasures)

